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Guard of Honour by Camberwell Magpies (right) and Kingston Hawthorn (left) at the 

end of Darrell Holt’s 600th Premier Match, 16th October, 2016.  (See page 11.) 
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FROM THE EDITOR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hopefully the US Presidential election result which I have just heard as I write this Editorial, will have 
no influence on the playing of “The Great Game” here in Australia.  But who can be sure these days?  
Cricket was played in Germany prior to 30th January, 1933! 

In this issue it is again the turn of President, Alan McCarthy, to give you his thoughts on the season 
to date and to summarise VCAUSA activities.  With the slight lack of space, we could not 
accommodate a full article on the annual Cup Day BBQ, as we have done in previous seasons at 
this time.  So, with Alan’s approval, I have added to his column with some pictures from Cup Day.  I 
felt I had to publish the results of the Cup Day Sweeps, for those who either won or lost their “hard 
earned cash”, and these appear at the very end of the issue. 

The Umpiring Manager’s column is, as usual, most thought provoking, where, for the most part, 
Richard has reminded all readers of the CV Code of Ethics which I urge, even the more experienced 
among us, to read.  I am pleased to be able to give you introductions not only to the remaining five 
new Panel Umpires but also to Richard’s recruit, the Match Officials’ Administrator whom I am sure 
many of you will meet in person as the season progresses. 

For the front-cover feature, I have chosen a picture from the end of Darrell Holt’s 600th Premier 
game, and I am grateful to his colleague for that most significant milestone, Paul Welbourn, for his 
report on the match.  A number of other significant milestones which have occurred since the start 
of the season are also summarised, so “Law 43” congratulates each of these umpires on their 
achievements. 

I also acknowledge inputs John Collins, or should I say, firstly, I am thankful for his regular trips to 
Singapore, where he noticed the article on Imran’s election as Vice-President of the Asian Cricket 
Council, which I trust you find of interest.  John has also supplied the Cricket Trivia Crossword for 
which I invite you to apply your cricket history skills. 

The column “Planning for the 2017 Crockett Shield – The Mission Continues” is another 
advertisement for the Social Cricket Match on 20th November.  While you have received notice of 
this event in other VCAUSA media, these practice matches are of great importance to our “Mission” 
for Easter 2017 in Adelaide and I urge anyone interested in playing in Adelaide, to get involved in 
this match. 

“Macca’s Book Review” column continues with Alan’s comments on “The Changi Brownlow” by 
Roland Perry.  Finally, I urge you to check the usual VCAUSA Calendar for future events. 

  Trevor Finlayson 

----------------------------------------------------- 
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… AND THE PRESIDENT – PRESIDENTIAL MUSINGS 

This year’s VCAUSA Melbourne Cup Day barbecue was held at the Northcote 
Cricket Club.  Many thanks to Shane Herbert and his staff for their hospitality.  
We welcomed new members Mattis van Eck and Will Downey and enjoyed a 
great spread.  Vice-President and Social Organiser, Gerry Schembri, arranged 
the event and special thanks are due to 
barbecue maestro, John Collins, and our 
support crew of Sylvie Schembri, Heather 
Holt, Bernadette Bomford, Ruth Sturgeon, 
Sue McCarthy, Jill Richards, Suzanne 
Collins and Jill Finlayson for the nibbles, 

salads and desserts.  Trevor Finlayson and grandsons, 
Benjamin Denmead and Lachlan Willis, ran five sweeps and 
despite investing heavily with “The “Firm” I didn’t even make 
my money back.  It was great to see long-standing members 
Cyril and Margaret Andrews and Peter and Greg Hooper 
supporting the day. 

Following a suggestion 
from member Tim 
Wendelken we purchased three spray jackets for wearing off-
field.  The jackets were arranged by John and Suzanne Collins 
and come with the VCAUSA logo.  Umpiring Manager Richard 
Patterson has given us permission to wear them to and from 
matches providing we also wear our issued Cricket Victoria off-
field shirts.  The jackets are being modelled by John Collins, 
Gerry Schembri and I and are available for $55.  Please see 
John Collins to order one. 

On Sunday, 20th 
November, we will start 

our quest for the Crockett Shield with a match against the 
Australian Cricket Society Wandering XI.  The match is at 
Walter Galt Reserve and our thanks to Kingston Hawthorn 
CC for allowing the use of their ground.  Prospective players 
can contact organisers Tony Ventura or Rob Sturgeon.   

I have just seen Australia bowled out for 361 to lose the First 
Test against South Africa by 177 runs.  I am reminded of the 
words of Winston Churchill in May, 1940 – “We have before 
us an ordeal of the most grievous kind.  We have before us 
many, many long months of struggle and of suffering.  You 
ask, what is our policy?”  We may soon be asking the national selectors exactly that question.   

 
Alan McCarthy 

------------------------------------------------------ 

 

An acccountant checks “The Books” of 
“The Firm”, Cup Day BBQ.  

“Stalwarts”, Darrell Holt and John 
Collins, welcome new recruits, Will 
Downey (L) and Mattis van Eck (R). 

Cup Day BBQ - (LR) Jill Finlayson, 
Glenn Schache, Heather Holt, Rob and 
Ruth Sturgeon. 
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FROM THE DESK OF THE UMPIRING MANAGER 

Welcome to November's column. 

It has certainly been a mixed bag of weather for the beginning of the season and 
hopefully we will now move into a more settled climate with more Cricket being 
played.  The wet weather obviously brings many complications in umpiring not 
least being the deciding score for a match.  Whether it is Duckworth Lewis or the 
Deciding Score Sheet the calculations can be demanding.  A big thank you to 
you all over this time as both Duckworth Lewis and the Deciding Score Sheets 
were completed well and with very few problems. 

There were a couple of teams who had cause to complain about the Deciding 
Score Sheet, not the actual umpires, but the actual process and outcome.  In a couple of cases the 
DSS had a side losing but D/L had it winning.  The main gripe is that with the DSS there is no running 
score after each over unlike D/L which can give you a running total after each ball.  Discussion 
around the use of Duckworth Lewis in all elevens has occurred in the Premier Cricket Office over 
the past week.   Several have advocated the use of D/L whereas others have not.  Unfortunately 
too many resources are required to ensure a result from D/L is obtained: 

 Computer 

 Printer 

 Scorer who understands Duckworth Lewis 

There has also been discussion around the use of an “approved” phone app for D/L.  There are 
approx. five apps that I know of and each gives a different answer.  The apps are only reactive as 
well and figures cannot be printed.  Thus again, teams would not know a running score to meet Par 
or win.  I will keep you informed of any deliberations and the outcomes. 

Over the past five to six months I have been working on a document entitled “Umpiring Management 
and Development”.  This document lays out the framework for the recruitment, training and retention 
of umpires not only at Premier Cricket level but for the entire state.   

Included in this document is a section under “Responsibilities and Ethical Standards”.  The 
“Responsibilities and Ethical Standards” are given to every new umpire who begins his/her career 
with CV.  For no other reason than to re-visit these standards across the panel, I have provided an 
abridged version of these standards below: 

“The Australian Sports Commission describes the duty of sports officials is to act as impartial judges 
of sport competitions.  When acting as an official, the duty carries with it an obligation to perform 
with accuracy, fairness and objectivity through an overriding sense of integrity. 

Although the vast majority of cricket umpires work as an amateur official, it is vital every official 
approaches each assignment in a professional manner.  Because of their authority and autonomy, 
officials must have a high degree of commitment and expertise.  Cricket Victoria believes these facts 
impose on its umpires the higher ethical standard by which true professionals are judged. 

By choosing to umpire in the Premier Cricket competition you have elected to be part of the peak 
cricket body in Victoria and therefore inherently accept the responsibilities that go with that 
commitment.  Cricket Victoria is committed to improving all aspects of cricket in the State at all 
levels.  Playing, coaching and officiating are all part of the one brand and Cricket Victoria aspires to 
be the best in all of these areas. 
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Quality officiating plays a vital role in player development and in the public image of the sport.  It is 
important that all umpires who choose to umpire with Cricket Victoria be part of this commitment 
and aspire to do their best to enhance a positive image of Premier cricket.  Every time an umpire 
wears the uniform it says ‘I am a representative of Cricket Victoria’, and we must be seen to maintain 
the highest standards in everything we are seen to do.” 

OUR THEME 
Individual umpires who wear the CV uniform, will demonstrate that they are part of the collective 
umpiring body by: 

 Following the CV Umpires Code of Ethics, being professional in all of their actions, having 
the utmost integrity and possessing an individual quest for excellence in preparation and 
performance. 

 Being a positive part of the umpiring community, sharing and growing together for the 
betterment of umpiring and cricket. 

 Being part of the education process by which everyone can gain through the sharing of 
experiences, enforcing rules in a consistent manner and working to enhance the sporting 
experience for all. 

OUR MISSION 

 To provide trained and accredited umpires for all matches in each competition conducted by 
Cricket Victoria. 

 To provide the highest quality standard of umpiring possible, for each level of Premier cricket, 
by individuals who are appropriately trained and prepared. 

 To be recognised as the State that produces the best umpires for the national and 
international umpiring environment. 

In striving to achieve this, it is expected that all umpires will have in place an individual plan by which 
they can demonstrate their commitment to their personal and professional development.  To achieve 
this and to support individuals to achieve their goals, CV will: 

 Establish recruitment strategies to encourage interested men and women to become umpires 
to increase the body of officials available each week. 

 Provide training programs that develop the individual’s understanding of the Laws of Cricket, 
Playing Conditions for all competitions and specific technical training in best practice field 
craft. 

 Encourage observation of the ‘Spirit of Cricket’, sportsmanship, fair play and ethical standards 
on all occasions. 

 Recognise achievement and development by the promotion of individuals along a merit-
based pathway. 

CV UMPIRES CODE OF ETHICS 
CV is entrusted with the development of cricketers from when they enter the sport to the National 
and International level for those who achieve the highest level of recognition.  This process requires 
umpires at all levels to be independent, impartial and responsible to the people they serve.  The 
official is appointed to carry out the roles and responsibilities as identified by the governing body 
(CV Pennant Committee, Cricket Victoria or Cricket Australia).  The umpire should at all times follow 
the directions of the governing body, especially in the area of maintaining standards.  Violation, by 
an umpire, of the Code of Ethics, may result in sanctions by the governing body. 

An umpire shall: 

 Place the welfare of the individual player above all other consideration. 

 Maintain confidence and control at all times when in the role of the umpire. 
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 Devote time, thought and study to improving his understanding of the Laws, Playing 
Conditions and craft to provide an effective and creditable performance in a fair and unbiased 
manner. 

 Work with fellow umpires and CV in a spirit of harmony and cooperation for the betterment of 
cricket. 

 Resist every temptation and outside pressure to use ones position to benefit oneself. 

 Under all circumstances avoid promoting the special interest of any person or group other 
than the sport we serve. 

 Always act in a dignified manner in all personal conduct with players, coaches, club officials, 
CV officials and the public whilst acting as the official. 

 Be prepared both physically and mentally, dress according to expectations and maintain a 
proper appearance befitting the importance of the event. 

 Honour CV appointments, regardless of any possible inconvenience or financial loss. 

 Not make public comment or statement to news media that is critical of any stakeholder in 
the sport. 

 Not smoke in the vicinity of the playing area. 

 Not present in public in an intoxicated state. 

 Carry a responsibility to act in a manner becoming of a professional person.  The conduct of 
the umpire influences the public attitude towards the sport and the umpire. 

Code of Conduct for umpires 
All CV umpires: 

1. Shall accept responsibility for all actions taken. 
2. Bear a responsibility for promoting a positive public image of CV and the sport. 
3. Shall prepare themselves both physically and mentally; shall dress neatly and appropriately 

before, during and after an event and shall conduct themselves in a manner consistent with 
the high standards of the profession. 

4. Will respect the basic tenets of history, integrity, neutrality, respect, sensitivity, 
professionalism, discretion and tactfulness. 

5. Shall be impartial and fair in all deliberations. 
6. Shall uphold the traditions, etiquette and dignity of cricket. 
7. Shall master the Laws of Cricket and the mechanics to enforce the Laws in an impartial, firm 

and controlled manner. 
8. Shall display and execute superior communication skills, both verbal and non-verbal. 
9. Must avoid conflicts of interest both real and perceived. 
10. Shall encourage inclusivity and access for all. 
11. Refrain from any form of personal abuse towards players. 
12. Shall be punctual and professional in the fulfilment of their duties. 
13. Shall work with each other and the governing body in a constructive and cooperative manner. 

A copy of these values and standards is available at any time. 

We are fast coming into the T20 rounds and as I have done over the past two seasons, I will split 
the panel so that you only have to umpire on one day of the weekend.  Please note that if there is 
inclement weather in the T20 matches and overs are reduced and a par score is required, the 
Deciding Score Sheet is to be used in ALL elevens. 

Good luck for the rest of the season and remember “do the basics extraordinarily well”. 

Richard Patterson 
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MEET THE NEW PANEL MEMBERS (CONT’D) 

Mattis van Eck:  I was born and raised in Cape Town, South Africa, with a 
German Mom and South African Dad.  After qualifying as a Chartered Accountant 
in 2014, I spent six months in Jersey, Channel Islands, last year, before finally 
making the long promised, permanent move to Melbourne this May. 

Back in 2004, when I was still a ‘laaitie’ (youngster) in Cape Town, I decided to 
take a course on the Laws of Cricket, just to better my understanding of the game.  
However, when I saw the community of umpires at the Western Province Cricket 
Umpires’ Association, I knew I had to join their ranks.  However, I didn’t want to 

end my playing days at United Cricket Club either.  So, for seven years I spent my time either 
playing, umpiring, being injured or a combination of the three.  At United, I served three years on 
the exco (M&R Secretary then Assistant Treasurer) and trained with a few future Proteas and SA 
‘A’ “stars”.  I only say trained, because none of them ever felt like coming down to play Thirds with 
us. 

In 2011, after a few too many injuries, I dedicated myself to umpiring.  During this time I’ve had the 
honour of being appointed to two CSA tournaments (Girls U19 & Boys U17 Rural) as well as 
standing in three league T20 grand finals at Newlands. 

Away from cricket, I enjoy more cricket.  I also enjoy my time following rugby (let’s not talk about the 
Boks), a good braai and cooking (read: eating). 

------------------------------------------------------ 

Dario Licheni:  Prior to my appointment with Cricket Victoria, I spent a year 
umpiring with the Eastern Cricket Association.  As with most of the others 
and needless to say, I too have always maintained a passion for the 
‘gentleman’s game,’  I was bitten by the cricket bug from the moment I 
commenced as an under 12 junior player.  Apart from playing a couple of 
seasons with sub-district team Coburg, most of my career was spent in the 
Essendon Churches Association.  In the early years I spent quite a few 
years coaching junior teams and I am now once more involved coaching 
one of my boys at Boroondara Cricket Club. 

I hold a Bachelor of Commerce degree which helped me pave the way for me to have a long and 
satisfying career with packaging giant Amcor.  Now semi-retired and living in Hawthorn East, I enjoy 
my time keeping involved with the career, sporting and academic activities of my wife and six 
children. 

Aside from cricket, I love footy and also hold a small shareholding (toenails) in a couple of 
racehorses with the Robbie Griffiths stable. 

A recent highlight for me was joining the Australian Sports Tour group to the Ashes series in 2013, 
attending both the Lord’s and Old Trafford Test Matches.  Our individual group was privileged 
enough to have Allan Border host and guide us through a number of European cities.  It was an 
absolute pleasure to spend time with him and get his views on the state of Australian cricket and 
also to hear some old stories from his career. 

I look forward to umpiring with the rest of the panel and getting to know everyone, as the year goes 
on. 
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Rajesh Mohanty:  One thing I realized after landing in Australia was, Cricket 
is just another sport but until then it was a religion for me.  Even though I 
grew up in a small town in India, the impact of cricket on me was immense.  
An ever fascinating aspect of cricket for me was the records, the stats and 
above all, the Laws and Spirit of the Game.  Even if I was part of my 
University team, I always wrote the scores for every match and the team 
always had this superstition that, I am the lucky scorer.  

Melbourne has been a “game changer” for me, where I have taken up 
umpiring seriously, came to the winter classes in 2014 and then came the 
interview with Richard and Darryl.  Probably my most defining moment as far 
as umpiring goes was when Richard referred me to Paul Baleisa (I don't know 
if he remembers it or not ) so that I could get some umpiring experience 
before I can join the panel.  After that I was an umpire at the Mercantile for 
last two seasons.  Then came the call from Richard this year to join the panel.  
I wish I could explain, how happy I was, so too were my family and friends.  

This is where I longed to belong, for the last two years. 

Coming to my family members, my parents are retired and are at home.  Dad spends most of his 
time in playing computer games.  My sister is a Lawyer and my brother is an Electrical Engineer.  I 
work at Yarra Valley Water as a Software Test Lead, in the Business Technology Services 
Department.  I recently finished working on all your quarterly water bills, so if you have any issues 
you know whom to contact now. 

Apart from cricket I love tennis.  I am a big Rafa fan and a big supporter of the Campbell sisters in 
swimming.  

----------------------------------------------------- 

Chris Grant:  It is a privilege to be invited on to the Cricket Victoria Premier 
Umpires’ Panel for 2016/17 and I’m excited for the season ahead.  After 20 
odd years of playing Premier Cricket, I felt it was time to cross to the ‘Dark 
Side’.  (Can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em!)  I don’t think I gave any of you guys a hard 
time down the years. 

I first played for Footscray in 1994-95 as a ‘fill-in’ for the last three matches 
of the season.  Over the next four years, I was lucky enough to play with my 
two older brothers, which certainly made it easy on a couple of old folks who 
drove us around.  I moved to Richmond in 1999 and enjoyed playing at Punt 
Road Oval (nice short square boundaries).  I barrack for Richmond so it was 

a thrill to play on the hallowed turf.  I was fortunate enough to play a handful of 1st XI matches with 
a few Richmond Legends. 

In 2003, I reunited with my older bro at Melbourne University and the 13 years I spent there were 
by far the most enjoyable of my cricketing career.  Again I was fortunate enough to play 20 odd 1st 
XI Matches with some Legends of the game, Ash Robertson being the biggest.  But like all good 
things they must come to an end and I was lucky enough to go out on a high, playing in a Premiership 
with my old mate Hugh van Cuylenburg.  I’ve umpired a few matches over the last couple of years, 
which I’ve very much enjoyed.   

I see umpiring as an exciting challenge and very much look forward to standing out there with you 
all. 
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Andrew Hind:  People would comfortably describe me as an atypical cricket 
tragic.  One would just as likely be able find me at the MCG on a weekend 
watching a Shield Game as they would a Test Match.  On top of the Boxing 
Day Test, a trip to Adelaide with my friends has also become an annual event 
and a highlight last year was seeing the Aussies thrash the Poms at Lord’s.  
As it turned out, it would be one of the few highlights of the tour. 

Despite these tragic credentials, I only got back into cricket a couple years 
ago after a 10+-year absence.  This is where I found my attraction to 
umpiring.  In lower grades we rarely get appointed umpires so as a lower- 
order batsman I’d often find myself umpiring for the majority of a day if our 
batsman could get us through to stumps.  For some reason I love standing 

out there watching every ball.  It’s the best place to watch the game and you don’t have to be able 
to play a cover drive to do it. 

I am now on the committee as Treasurer for the East Malvern Tooronga Cricket Club, which is where 
I think my talents are best suited. 

My other sporting passion is footy (Go Pies).  Another passion of mine is travel, which I have now 
been told by Richard won’t be possible between October and March, which I guess is fair enough! 

----------------------------------------------------- 

 

…… AND THE MATCH OFFICIALS’ ADMINISTRATOR 

Alan Hale:  I am definitely not the skipper from the American sitcom 
Gilligans Island; but I often get asked if I am. Well who am I then? I 
am the new Match Officials’ Administrator working with Richard 
Patterson and the team at Cricket Victoria three days per week. 

A fan of most sports; my main interests are in Cricket, AFL and 
Football. I am most passionate about and occasionally disappointed 
by Liverpool Football Club; last year I fulfilled lifelong dream and 
travelled to watch my beloved reds at Anfield for three games…. In 
typical Liverpool style they recorded a win, a draw and a miserable 3-
nil loss to West Ham. 

Born and bred in the western suburbs; I have played over 250 games for Grand United CC and over 
100 senior games of footy in the WRFL.  At the age of 27 I hope there are a few more good years 
left in the body.  My involvement in cricket has been broad, I have now coached junior cricket for 10 
years and been administrator of the Mid-Year Cricket Association for two seasons. Now working 
with Cricket Victoria, I look forward to working with you all throughout the summer. 

----------------------------------------- 
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DARRELL HOLT’S 600TH PREMIER GAME 

Well I consider it an honour to have been appointed to umpire with Darrell on his 600th game.  
Although truth be known, if Round 1 hadn’t been postponed and if Dan Bomford hadn’t been running 
the Melbourne marathon, then it would have been Dan and Darrell together, an “A team pairing”, if 
ever there was one. 

So, on 16th October, I arrived at Camberwell Sports Ground, full 
of excitement and proud to be involved in a game of such 
milestone importance.  The two teams involved in the day’s 
proceedings were Camberwell Magpies and Kingston Hawthorn.  
After meeting Darrell for the first time and having had a relaxed 
discussion about the game, some of his experiences as a cricket 
umpire and the potential weather issues for the day, we headed 
out on to the ground. 

After the toss the two captains for the game (Mark Dwyer for 
Camberwell Magpies, and Greg Connor for Kingston Hawthorn) 
were happy to pose for a photograph with the two of us.  As an 
aside, in regards to the two captains for the day, I was incredibly 

impressed with the 
way they both approached this milestone game and the 
obvious level of respect for Darrell was definitely on 
show before, during and after the match. 

So after all the administration stuff was sorted, the game 
began under grey skies.  In fact, all day it threatened to 
rain but even “Mother Nature” was loath to interrupt such 
a momentous occasion and the rain never occurred. 

Kingston Hawthorn batted first and made what Darrell 
and I both thought was a very competitive score of 5/246 
off 50 overs.   

So we headed 
into the 

Camberwell 
clubrooms for 

lunch.  During lunch, the Camberwell captain, Mark Dwyer, 
stood up and gave a nice presentation to Darrell.  Darrell 
responded with a short speech. 

The game continued with Camberwell Magpies’ innings, 
following these lunch-time pleasantries.  A fine hand of 128 
Not Out from Adit Pawha, saw Camberwell reach 5/247 in 
the 47th over, to record an excellent win.  Just for the record, 
the scorecard from the match is reproduced on the following 
page. 

So after all was said and done, it ended up being a very 
entertaining match for Darrell’s 600th and for me, a pleasure 

Darrell (left) and Paul (right) 
prepare for Darrell’s 600th  
Premier game. 

Paul and Darrell with captains Mark Dwyer, 
Camberwell Magpies (left) and Greg Connor, 
Kingston Hawthorn (right). 

Darrell’s 600th speech, in response to 
congratulatory remarks from Camberwell 
Magpies captain, Mark Dwyer. 
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to be a part of it.  One small but important gesture was when we were walking off, both teams gave 
Darrell a Guard of Honour.  (See front cover picture.)  While Darrell appeared to be a little 
embarrassed, I think he appreciated it but he certainly deserved it after such an achievement. 

Paul Welbourn 

----------------------------------------------------- 

Round 4 – Men’s Premier Seconds (Camberwell Magpies vs Kingston Hawthorn) 

1st Innings – Kingston Hawthorn FOW Bowling O M W R Nb Wd 

W. Agar c S.C. Mays b M.W. Dwyer 38 50 C.W. Bridle 9.0 0 1 62 0 2 
M. Domann c S.C. Mays b C.W. Bridle 0 11 H.S. Goad 10.0 0 1 45 0 1 
D. Rhys-Jones c & b H.J. Burrill 17 57 H.J.Burrill 10.0 3 1 33 0 0 
G. Westgarth c A.K. Narayana b M.W. Dwyer 66 218 M.W. Dwyer 10.0 1 2 50 0 0 
*+G. Connor c S. Newell  b H.S. Goad 43 122 K.A. Prior 4.0 0 0 20 0 1 
S. Chopra not out 53  A.K. Narayana 7.0 0 0 32 0 2 
R. Taylor not out 19   
A. Stubbs dnb   
A.P. Bayly dnb    
R. Dhuri dnb 
N. Jeffery dnb 
 Extras  (nb 0, w 6, b 2, lb 2)  10 
   Total   5/246 (cc) 

1st Innings – Camberwell Magpies  FOW Bowling O M W R Nb Wd 

J.T. Marnie c D. Rys-Jones b A. Stubbs 7 24 N. Jeffery 5.0 0 0 27 0 1 
L.P. Spence run out (S. Chopra) 36 83 A. Stubbs 6.3 0 1 26 0 3 
A. Pawha not out 128  G. Westgarth 2.0 0 0 11 0 0 
H.J. Burrill run out (A. Stubbs) 50 201 A.P.Bayly 10.0 0 1 53 0 4 
S.C. Mays c G. Connor b S. Chopra 9 221 S. Chopra 8.0 0 1 41 0 1 
+S. Newell run out (W. Agar) 6 227 R. Taylor 5.0 0 0 21 0 0 
A.K. Narayana not out    1  R. Dhuri 10.0 0     0   66   0 0  
K.A. Prior dnb 
C.W. Bridle dnb 
*M.W. Dwyer dnb    
H.S. Goad dnb 

Extras  (nb 0, w 9, b 0, lb 3)  12 
   Total   5/247  

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

RECENT SIGNIFICANT MILESTONES 

600 matches:  Darrell Holt (16th October) 

350 matches:  Rod McKinnon (29th October) 

300 matches:  Tony Ventura (16th October) 

150 matches:  Jeff Diamond-Smith (9th October) 

100 matches:  Fermi Ferzulla (22nd October); Alan Jones and Stephen Pitts (5th November) 

50 matches:  Tony Medina (15th October); Jason Mistry (6th November) 

------------------------------------------------------ 
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IMRAN - FIRST S’POREAN VOTED AS V-P OF ACC 
 

Former SCA President intends to use new post to lobby for cricket to be in the Olympics 

For the first time, a Singaporean has been elected as the Vice-President of the Asian Cricket Council 
(ACC).  Former Singapore Cricket Association (SCA) President, Imran Hamid, earned a two-year 
term at the ACC’s Annual General Meeting in Colombo last Saturday. 

“Given that Asian Cricket is the dynamo that churns international cricket both on and off the field, it 
is a great honour for Singapore and myself to be appointed the Vice-President of the Asian Cricket 
Council,” said the 59-year-old lawyer. 

One of Imran’s top priorities in his new role is to negotiate with international cricket associations to 
push for the sport’s inclusion in the Olympics.  According to Imran, about 80 to 90 percent of 
association members are keen to see cricket make it into the Olympic arena.  Discussions with the 
International Olympic Committee (IOC) are ongoing, and Imran is optimistic that the bowlers and 
batsmen will make their debut in the 2024 Olympics, with the game to be played in the faster and 
abbreviated Twenty20 format. 

The ACC vice-presidency is not Imran’s first high-profile appointment in the game.  He has sat on 
the International Cricket Council (ICC) since 2008, and was just re-elected for another two-year term 
as Associate Member Director, last month. 

“(The appointment) gives Singapore an international profile in cricket – administratively we are at a 
very high level,” he told The Straits Times.  “It also gives me the opportunity to promote a game in 
which I have a belief is a gentleman’s sport.” 

(Nicola Chew in The Straits Times (Saturday, August 27, 2016) 

(Article spotted by John Collins while on yet another Singaporean holiday, and kindly passed on to Law 43, for the 
interest of the readership.    Ed.) 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLANNING FOR THE 2017 CROCKETT SHIELD – THE MISSION CONTINUES 

Cricket Match – VCAUSA vs Australian Cricket Society 

The first VCAUSA social cricket match for season 2016-17 is scheduled for Sunday, 20th November, 
2016, against the Australian Cricket Society Wandering XI, to be played at The Walter Galt Reserve 
(No. 1 oval and home of Kingston Hawthorn CC) at cnr Victoria & Davey Streets, Parkdale.  
Spectators are most welcome to attend. 

Time:  Arrival 10:30 am for an 11:00 am start 

Format: Turf pitch, 40 overs one day game 

Catering:  Afternoon tea at interval break.  Food and Drinks supplied. 

Wear:  Whites 

Equipment:  Pads, bats, gloves provided in the VCAUSA kit 

A scorer and umpire(s) will also be required. 

Any interested players or participants should confirm your attendance to our match organisers: 

Tony Ventura 0409 024 104 or tony.ventura@hydrochem.com.au 

Rob Sturgeon 0425 729 021 or robsturgeon@hotmail.com 

mailto:tony.ventura@hydrochem.com.au
mailto:robsturgeon@hotmail.com
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MACCA’S BOOK REVIEW 

The Changi Brownlow - Roland Perry (Hachette Australia, Melbourne, 2010)  
ISBN 978 0 7336 2464 3 

Following the fall of Malaya and Singapore in February, 1942, 70,000 British, Australian, Gurkha 
and Indian troops were imprisoned at Changi.  The prison on the north east side of the island of 
Singapore would host cricket, rugby (league and union), soccer, athletics, basketball and Australian 
Rules Football.  The 1942 “season” of football included six teams.  One player was an ambulance 
driver, Sergeant Les “Peter” Chitty who had played for St. Kilda on a wing.  Chitty debuted against 
Fitzroy at the Brunswick Street Oval in Round 11 in July, 1936 playing on Doug Nicholls, who went 
on to become Governor of South Australia.  Also playing for Fitzroy was Hayden Bunton, the triple 
Brownlow Medallist. 

Chitty had grown up in a farming family at Cudgewa, near Corryong, in north east Victoria.  He ran 
barefoot to school, setting rabbit traps along the way.  He played tennis, cricket, football and 
competed in athletics and boxing.  In 1930’s rural Victoria, survival skills were a necessary part of 
life.  The Chittys grew their own food and hunted and fished.   

Chitty played football in the Ovens and Murray Valley League in 1935 and was recruited by St. Kilda.  
He “…had balance and poise either side of his body …an outstanding stab-kick pass … (and) …had 
pace.”  After playing well on debut against Fitzroy, Chitty missed the next game with a leg injury.  
He returned in Round 13 against South Melbourne, looking to cement his place in the 1sts.  
However, a workplace injury to his knee when a log rolled on to it ended his career at St. Kilda.  
Chitty and his new bride returned to the “bush”.  He was fit enough to captain and coach Cudgewa 
to a flag, two years later.   

In 1937, Japan invaded China and in September, 1939, Australia was at war with Germany.  By 
October, Peter had joined the 9th Field Ambulance.  Seven of the Chitty family would join the armed 
forces.  Peter went to Malaya and in the early hours of 8 December, 1941, Chitty’s ambulance 
convoy was overflown by Japanese planes shortly after Pearl Harbour had been attacked.  Two 
months later, Singapore Island was invaded and after seven days of fighting, British forces 
capitulated.  By 19 February, the survivors were marched to Changi Prison, only built to house 600 
prisoners. 

Sport was a way for the prisoners to keep active despite meagre starvation rations.  However, by 
January, 1943, the Japanese had decided that all sport must stop as prisoners were needed to build 
the infamous Thai-Burma Railway.  The last match allowed was between Victoria, captained by 
Peter Chitty and the Rest of Australia, led by Lou Daley, a Geelong and Subiaco ruckman.  The 
umpire was Wilfred “Chicken” Smallhorn, Fitzroy’s 1933 Brownlow medallist who was the man 
behind the competition.  He fashioned a medal to reward the season’s outstanding player, it was 
called the Changi Brownlow. 

Alan McCarthy 

----------------------------------------------------- 
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CRICKET TRIVIA CROSSWORD 

 

Across: 

3. During the first seven World 
Cups, this player took the most 
wickets. 

4. This country was runner-up in 
the 1999 World Cup Final. 

5. The country (other than 
Australia) “10 across” 
represented. 

8.  Pakistan beat this country in the 
semifinals of the 1999 Cricket 
World Cup. 

9. This wicketkeeper had the most 
dismissals in the first seven 
World Cups. 

10.The only player to represent 
two countries in the World Cup. 

11.This player scored the most 
centuries during the first seven 
World Cups. 

12.This city has hosted the most 
World Cup finals. 

16.Eccentric 19th century all-
rounder who took a wicket 
with his first ball for Australia and also noted for lighting a fire in the outfield during a chilly county match. 

17.  The only country other than Australia to win the World Cup twice. 
18.  He captained England in the 1999 World Cup. 
19.  This team won the 1996 World Cup. 
20.  This spinner took the most wickets in the first seven World Cups. 
21.  He hit the winning run(s) in the 1999 World Cup final. 
 
Down: 

1.  This country beat Australia in its first World Cup appearance in 1983. 
2.  Australia’s wicketkeeper, for the first and only time, in a World Cup match against India in 1992. 
3.  This bowler had the best innings bowling figures during the first seven World Cup campaigns. 
5.  This player has played in 35 World Cup matches, more than anyone else. 
6.  This bowler holds the record for most wickets taken in a Test series with 49. 
7.  This country has never won the Cricket World Cup. 
12.  He was Man of the Tournament in the 1999 World Cup. 
13.  The number of centuries Don Bradman scored during the five Tests against England in 1930. 
14.  The Australian captain who told Plum Warner, ‘There are two teams out there, Mr Warner, and only one 

of them is playing cricket.’  
15. This batsman holds the record for the fastest 100 (off 37 balls). 

(Answers will appear in “Law 43”, December Issue.) 

------------------------------------------------------ 
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VCAUSA CALENDAR 

The ongoing VCAUSA calendar for 2016-17, as far as is known at this stage is as follows: 
 

Date Activity Notes 

Tuesday, 15 November, 
7:00 pm 

CV T&D Agora Theatre, La Trobe 
University, Bundoora 

Sunday, 20 November, 
10:30 am 

Social Cricket Match vs 
ACS 

Walter Galt No. 1 Ground  10:30 
am for 11:00 am start 

Tuesday, 6 December, 
7:00 pm 

VCAUSA CoM Meeting Trevor Finlayson’s home 

Tuesday, 13 December, 
7:00 pm 

CV T&D Agora Theatre, La Trobe 
University, Bundoora 

Tuesday, 10 January, 7:00 
pm 

VCAUSA CoM Meeting Alan McCarthy’s home 

February, (Date TBC) CV T&D Venue TBC 

Tuesday, 14 February, 
7:00 pm (Valentines’ Day) 

VCAUSA CoM Meeting John Collins’ home 

Sunday, 5 March, 10:30 
am 

Social Cricket Match vs 
Waverley CC Vets 

Ground TBC 

Tuesday, 7 March, 7:00 pm CV T&D (Finals Umpires 
only) 

CV, Jolimont 

Tuesday, 14 March, 7:00 
pm 

VCAUSA CoM Meeting Gerry Schembri’s home 

Friday, 14 – Monday, 17 
April, 2017  

VCAUSA/SACUSA Easter 
Event in Adelaide 

Including Crockett Shield Match, 
Saturday, 15 April, 2017 

Friday, 19 May, 7:00 pm VCAUSA Presentation 
Night 

Venuto Club, Bulleen 

 
 

CUP DAY SWEEP RESULTS 

“The Firm”, Finbrokes and Grandsons.com.au, is pleased to announce the following results from the 
VCAUSA Cup Day BBQ sweeps.  Prizes awarded were: 1st:  $24.00 plus an “award-winning” bottle 
of VCAUSA port;  2nd:  $14.00;  3rd:  $8.00;  Last:  Returned Bet (as in any well-run sweep) $2.00  

Placings:  1. Almadin       2. Heartbreak City      3. Hartnell        Last. Rose of Virginia  

Sweep 1 Will Downey  Suzanne Collins Graeme Finlayson Teresa Ventura 

Sweep 2 Eric Kelly John Collins Rod McKinnon Ruth Sturgeon 

Sweep 3 Cam Sturgeon Sylvie Schembri Benjamin Denmead Jordan Kelly 

Sweep 4 John Collins Will Downey “Ben and Eric” Gerry Schembri 

Sweep 5 “Bomford 4” “Whisky” Sue McCarthy Stuart McCarthy 

 

 


